Mass
Manager

For NHVAS compliance

Peace of mind in your NHVAS mass
and maintenance compliance.

Mass Manager for NHVAS is Transtech’s latest offering to
assist transport operators with the collection of NHVAS Mass
Management information.

Mass Management

Vehicle Maintenance

Mass Manager provides drivers with the ability to
record axle group mass and vehicle configuration
directly on the iFace, along with trip details as
required under NHVAS. The information is available
immediately in the office for printing or export to
Excel ready for your NHVAS auditor. Mass Manager
eliminates paperwork from the truck and the office at
the same time. Productivity savings are made by not
having to re-key data, which also results in higher
accuracy of NHVAS data.

Pre-Trip Checklist for NHVAS ensures drivers are
declaring readiness for duty and complying with
Chain of Responsibility obligations.
It allows the driver to go through a pre-defined
checklist of vehicles safety in order to start their
journey under the NHVAS rules.
Using NextGen, back office staff are able to see
the results of the checklist once they have been
completed, including the ability to print, save to PDF
or export to Excel.

Ability to record axle group load or single
quantity

Simple and easy for operators to enter data

Options to configure your vehicle

No need to re-key data

Real-time reports

Productivity savings
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SmartNav

In-Vehicle Navigation
Guide your vehicle to safety
SmartNav by Transtech, a solution that
guides vehicles through the most difficult
of operations and areas around Australia.
Transtech continues to provide innovative
solutions for customers. SmartNav does
so, with concise and simple navigation,
clearly marked routes and all necessary
distance and time-based information.

Speed Assist is a driver tool that assists in safe driving
practices across your fleet. It provides simple and
powerful tools to assist drivers in maintaining safe
driving practices. It provides audio and visual tools
and alerts to inform drivers of related issues
and allow them to take preventative measures.
Speed Assist version 2 is a solution designed to
work in conjunction with the powerful iFace
Gen2 in-cab computing platform. It uses
Australian road map data to understand
the signposted limits and warns drivers
when they exceed the limit by corporate
per-determined thresholds. Alternately,
a company may choose to allow drivers to
set pre-set speeds and are warned when they
exceed the chosen speed. The flexible and simple
operation allows this threshold to be quickly changed
for speed restricted operations such as container
parks or wharf access.
This intelligent solution is a non-intrusive solution
designed to aid drivers rather than hinder their day to
day driving tasks.

SmartNav can be further extended with
SpeedAssist, which uses Australian road
map data to understand the sign-posted
speed and warns drivers when they
exceed the limit or by company-level predetermined thresholds.

Key Features

Provides the basis to assist adherence to
Chain of Responsibility requirements
Audio and Visual tools alert drivers to potential
issues
Different presets can be set for different roads
or areas
Easy to use interface minimises or negates
driver training issues
Corporate wide thresholds can be set for all
vehicles
Sign-posted speed
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